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Beijing Opera is famous for convoluted plots, 
vivid face makeup, beautiful costumes and sets, 
and the unique high-pitched vocal style used by 
performers.  Each performer must practice many 
hours a day to perfect their art.
Many of the 1,000 plots revolve around political 
and military strife, rather than romance. The 
basic stories are often hundreds or even 
thousands of years old. In the past, all of the 
actors, even those playing female roles, were male.
The acting style in Beijing Opera is mime-
like. Performers make body movements that suggest actions 
such as shooting a bow, jumping on to a horse or entering a room.  

Four Main Roles in Beijing Opera
Sheng 生 - male character       Dan 旦- female character                                                        
Jing 净 - painted face              Chou 丑 – clown
These characters are differentiated by gender, age, evil or kind-hearted nature, and 
beauty or plainness. The different colors of the characters faces represent different 
characters and personality:
Yellow and white=cunning                              
Gold and silver=Gods/spirits
Black=valor and wisdom
The Peking Opera that tourists see today is virtually the same as the opera seen 
by Chinese 200 years ago during the Qing dynasty. For many Chinese 
over 60, Peking Opera was the only form of entertainment they were 
exposed to when they were growing up. 
Old men can often be seen in parks singing their favorite parts 
from Peking Opera.

Questions:
1. What are the 4 main roles in   
 Beijing Opera?
2. All of the roles in Beijing Opera are played by 
__________________.
3. What do each of the colors represent?  

Lesson THREE
Beijing Opera京剧－Jīngjù

Beijing, or Peking, Opera is a Chinese opera 
form that combines music, dance, art, martial arts and acrobatics. 
This art form dates back to 1790 when four local 
opera troupes from Anhui Province came to 
Beijing on a performance tour by order of the 
imperial court. The tour was a big success and the 
opera troupes stayed.

Red=uprightness, loyalty, bravery 
Blue and green=mean and foolish

For more activities and information 
please visit ouci.ou.edu/beijingopera


